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Critical point for the blue-phase-III–isotropic phase transition in chiral liquid crystals
Zdravko Kutnjak and Carl W. Garland
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Colin G. Schatz and Peter J. Collings
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Christopher J. Booth and John W. Goodby
Department of Chemistry, University of Hull, Hull HU6 7RX, United Kingdom
~Received 1 February 1996 !
The highly chiral compound S,S-49-~methylbutyl!phenyl-48-~methylbutyl! biphenyl carboxylate ~S,SMBBPC! undergoes a continuous supercritical evolution from the isotropic (I) phase to the third blue phase
~BPI III!. Mixtures of S,S-MBBPC and its racemate have been studied with high-resolution calorimetry capable of quantitative latent heat determinations and with optical activity measurements. Both experiments
indicate that the first-order BP III–I transition line ends at a critical point when the chiral mole fraction
X c .0.45. Analysis of C p and optical activity data for the near-critical mixture with X50.45 indicates meanfield behavior instead of the theoretically predicted Ising fluctuation behavior, which would be analogous to
that at the liquid-gas critical point of a simple fluid. It is speculated that the Ginzburg criterion can explain this
mean-field behavior since the critical regime may be too small for experimental observation, as is the case for
almost all Smectic-A –Smectic-C transitions. @S1063-651X~96!09605-5#
PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 65.20.1w, 61.30.2v

I. INTRODUCTION

Chiral liquid-crystal systems can exhibit a variety of complex ‘‘defect’’ phases not observed in nonchiral or racemic
systems. These include three blue phases ~BP I, BP II, and
BP III! that can occur between the chiral nematic ~N *! and
isotropic (I) phases @1# and twist-grain-boundary phases
~TGB-A and TGB-C! that can occur between N * and the
smectic Sm-A or Sm-C phases @2#. Of all these relatively
new phases, the amorphous blue phase BP III is the least
well understood in terms of structure @3#.
Recently it has been shown that the highly chiral compound S,S-~1!-49-~methylbutyl!phenyl-48-~methylbutyl!-4biphenylcarboxylate ~S,S-MBBPC, M 5414 g mol21!

evolves continuously from BP III to I without undergoing a
thermodynamic phase transition @4,5#. This observation is
consistent with the known trends in previously studied chiral
compounds: chirality drives the system toward a more
weakly first-order BP III–I transition @5–8#. Specifically,
studies of S-~1!-4-~2-methylbutyl!phenyl-4-hexyloxybenzoate ~CE4! show that the BP III–I latent heat @7# and the
discontinuous jump in the static light scattering intensity @5#
decrease appreciably with increasing chiral mole fraction in
mixtures of a chiral enantiomer with the racemate. Keyes has
proposed that coupling between fluctuating chiral modes
could cause the first-order BP III–I transition line to terminate in a critical point @9#.
The existence of a supercritical BP III to I evolution in
S,S-MBBPC has an important implication: the BP III and I
1063-651X/96/53~5!/4955~9!/$10.00
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phases must possess the same macroscopic symmetry. In this
case, just like that for the liquid-gas transition in simple fluids, the only possible transition is first order since no symmetry breaking occurs. Naturally, such a first-order coexistence line can terminate in a critical point. Indeed, a recent
theory of the BP III–I critical point, inspired in part by the
experimental results of Refs. @4# and @5#, predicts that this
point belongs to the same Ising universality class as the
liquid-gas critical point @10#. Two obvious experimental
challenges are ~a! to characterize the BP III structure ~possibly a random isotropic distribution of double twist cylinders,
as suggested in @11#! and ~b! to characterize the critical behavior of various properties near the BP III–I critical point.
The present work tackles the latter issue via calorimetric and
optical activity measurements of mixtures of S,S-MBBPC
with its racemate.
The phase diagram resulting from our study is given in
Fig. 1, which also shows previously published data of Yang
and Crooker @12#. One difference is the nature of the racemate used. The racemic mixture used by Yang and Crooker
contained equal amounts of S,S-MBBPC and R,R-MBBPC.
In the present work, we have used a racemic mixture of all
four enantiomers—S,S-, R,R-, R,S-, and S,R-MBBPC—
since the synthesis of this racemate is much simpler. Possibly that difference may explain the slight disagreements in
the range 0.6,X,0.8, where X is the ‘‘mole fraction’’ of the
S,S-chiral MBBPC. Actually, X represents the number of
moles of S,S-MBBPC added to 12X moles of the racemic
mixture or the number of moles of uncompensated chiral
material per mole of MBBPC. In general the agreement is
good, especially in the vicinity of X50.45, which represents
the critical composition. Polarizing microscope observations
for our mixtures in the range 0.35<X<0.45 confirm the
4955
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram for mixtures of S,S-MBBPC with the
racemate. The Yang and Crooker data are from Ref. @12#. The solid
lines represent first-order transitions. The dotted line is not a transition line but the locus of maxima in the thermodynamic response
functions ~in the present case C p !.

calorimetric transition temperatures and show that there is a
BP II phase for X50.352 but not for X>0.375. The phase
diagram shown in Fig. 1 agrees well with the universal phase
diagram for chiral materials that exhibit blue phases @13# if
one keeps in mind that the high chirality of S,S-MBBPC
means a BP III–I critical point occurs and the BP II phase
exists only at rather low X values.
The calorimetric results obtained at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are presented in Sec. II, while the optical activity data from Swarthmore College are given in Sec.
III. The analysis and discussion of these data are given in
Sec. IV, which includes a comment on the mean-field nature
of our data.
II. CALORIMETRIC RESULTS

The S,S-MBBPC used in this work was obtained from
BDH, a subsidiary of Merck, while the racemic MBBPC was
synthesized at the University of Hull. The BDH catalog designation of CE2 is used by some other investigators, but this
seems undesirable since CE4 and CE6 are members of a
different homologous series and confusions could arise. Care
was taken in handling the materials—they were thoroughly
degassed by vacuum pumping, the preparation of the mixtures and filling of the cells were carried out in a dry nitrogen
atmosphere, and the silver cells were hermetically closed
with a cold-weld tin seal. The samples had good thermal
stability, and the transition temperatures exhibited very slow
drifts with time ~typically 215 to 225 mK/d!.
The calorimeter is capable of operating in two
modes: ~a! high-resolution measurements of C p using an ac
technique and ~b! measurements of enthalpy ~thus latent
heats! using a nonadiabatic scanning technique. Detailed descriptions of this calorimeter are given in Refs. @14# and @15#.
Measurements were made on mixtures with X50 ~racemate!,
0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, and 0.75 to augment the previous
study of X51.0 @4#. The investigated temperature range fo-
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FIG. 2. The specific heat for S,S-MBBPC @4#. The nonadiabatic
scanning peaks at T~N * –BP I! and T~BP II–BP III! are artificial
C p ~eff! values related to two-phase coexistence and latent heat effects. Integrating over these peaks yields the latent heat via Eq. ~2!.
The nonadiabatic scan rate was 14 K/h, while heating and cooling
ac runs at v050.196 s21 were carried out at scan rates of 50 mK/h.

cused on the region of the BP III–I transition or the temperature of supercritical C p ~max!; this was typically from
T~BP III–I!24 K to T~BP III–I!12.5 K. This region included all three transitions—T~N *2BP I!, T~BP I–BP III!,
T~BP III–I!—observable for chiral mixtures with X>0.375.
Figure 2 shows the supercritical BP III–I behavior reported for pure S,S-MBBPC @4#. The nonadiabatic scanning
method measures an effective heat capacity C eff defined by

S

C eff5 P2

T2T b
R

DY

dT
,
dt

~1!

where P is the dc power input, T is the time-dependent temperature of the sample, T b is the time-independent temperature of the heat bath, and R is the thermal resistance between
the sample and bath. Thus (T2T b )/R represents the rate of
heat leak between sample and bath. The latent heat L is then
given by
L5

E

T2

T1

@ C eff2C p ~ coex!# dT,

~2!

where C p ~coex! is the heat capacity of the two-phase coexisting mixture in the absence of phase conversion. Thus
C p ~coex! accounts for the heat effects associated with raising
the temperature of a two-phase mixture over the narrow coexistence range from T 1 to T 2 , and in this system C p ~coex! is
well represented by the ac C p (T) data. The nonadiabatic
scanning technique is completely analogous to the wellestablished adiabatic scanning method @16#. The ac calorimetric technique is well known @17# and is capable of yielding precise C p data with very little scatter. The 450 data
points obtained for S,S-MBBPC are represented in Fig. 2 by
the smooth curve. It should be stressed that the ac method
does not measure enthalpy or provide any quantitative information on latent heats. Note that the C p ~ac! line goes
smoothly through T~BP I–BP III! with no visible anomaly.
However, characteristic changes in the phase shift f between
the input ac power P 0exp[i v t] and the observed oscillatory
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FIG. 3. Specific heat C p ~ac! of racemic MBBPC. The 1 symbols denote data points obtained in a narrow two-phase N1I coexistence region. The first-order transition temperature T NI is 392.98
K, see text for further details.

sample temperature T acexp@i( v t1 f 2 p /2)# do provide
qualitative indications of two-phase coexistence at discontinuous transitions @17#. For S,S-MBBPC, these ac phase
shift anomalies were seen at the N * –BP I and BP I–BP III
transitions but were not present in the temperature range
391–393 K, where the BP III–I supercritical evolution occurs. The lack of singular C p behavior at ‘‘T~BP III–I!’’ and
the absence of any excess enthalpy that might represent
smeared latent heat are the features indicating supercritical
behavior for S,S-MBBPC. See Ref. @4# for further discussion.
The heat capacity behavior of the racemic mixture is
shown in Fig. 3. In the absence of chirality, there are no blue
phases and the N * phase becomes the simple nematic N
phase. The dashed line here and in Fig. 2 represents C p
~background!, the regular specific heat behavior that would
occur if no phase transitions took place. As with all N-I
transitions, this transition is first order with significant pretransitional fluctuation wings. The integrated enthalpy associated with these wings d H5 * DC p dT, where
DC p 5C p 2C p ~background!, is 670 mJ g21. Data points denoted by a plus sign are artificial C p values obtained in a
narrow two-phase coexistence region. There are anomalies in
the phase shift f associated with these points, as is observed
at all N-I or N * -I transitions @17#.
The specific heat curves obtained by ac calorimetry for
five mixtures of S,S-MBBPC plus racemic MBBPC are
shown in Fig. 4. Only the mixture with X50.40 provided
phase shift evidence of first-order two-phase coexistence at
T~BP III–I!. As discussed below, we find that X50.45 is
very close to the critical composition and mixtures with
X>0.50 are all supercritical. Note the marked decrease in
C p ~max! as a function of X from X c .0.45 to X51.0 ~the
latter is shown in Fig. 2!. In the three mixtures with X50.50,
0.55, and 0.75, expanded plots show a rounded C p maximum
qualitatively like that in Fig. 2. The BP I–BP III and
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FIG. 4. Detailed view of C p ~ac! in the BP III–I region for five
mixtures of S,S-MBBPC1racemic MBBPC. X is the mole fraction
of chiral MBBPC. The vertical arrows indicate the positions of the
BP I–BP III transitions. N * –BP I transitions were also observed,
but these lie off scale. The 1 symbols for X50.40 denote data
points obtained in a narrow two-phase BP III1I coexistence region.
T c is used to denote the transition temperature in all cases, although
the transition is first order for X50.40 and supercritical for
X>0.50.

N * –BP I ~not shown! transitions are all strongly first order,
i.e., no pretransitional wings and 100% of the enthalpy appearing as latent heat L. All the data shown in Fig. 4 were
obtained at v050.196 s21. In order to test for possible dynamical effects ~critical slowing down!, measurements were
also made at 2v0 , v0/3, and v0/9 for the mixtures with
X50.45 and 0.50. The C p ~v! values agreed for v<v0 at all
temperatures and the C p ~2v0! data deviated only by lying
slightly lower at temperatures very close to that for the maximum in C p . Thus we feel confident that the C p ~v0! data in
Fig. 4 represent static heat capacities for X>0.45.
Nonadiabatic scanning data for mixtures with X50.40
and 0.45 are presented in Fig. 5 together with smooth curves
representing the C p ~ac! data from Fig. 4. This figure should
be compared to Fig. 2, which gives a comparable presentation of data for S,S-MBBPC~X51.0!. As expected from the
qualitative ac phase shift and frequency dependence information, there is more enthalpy associated with the X50.40
BP III–I transition than indicated by the artificial C p ~ac!
data close to the transition temperature. The fact that C eff
~nonadiabatic!.C p ~ac! near T~BP III–I! is a second and
quantitative indication of first-order character. No such excess occurs for the BP III–I transition when X50.45 or 0.50.
Thus the critical composition X c is 0.45 or some smaller
value closer to 0.45 than 0.40. A power-law analysis given in
Sec. IV indicates these X50.45 data are nearly singular,
which means that X c must be quite close to 0.45. As in Fig.
2, there are nonadiabatic scanning peaks at T~N * –BP I! and
T~BP I–BP III! and these allow us to determine the latent
heats L at these two first-order transitions.
The transition temperatures and enthalpies ~where known!
for all three observed transitions are given in Table I for each

ZDRAVKO KUTNJAK et al.
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thalpy d H corresponding to the area under the pretransitional
C p wings. The corresponding values in mJ g21 are L.323
650 and d H.860650 for CN @18#, L5785 and d H5785
and d H51675 for CE6 @7#, and L.100 and d H5986 for
CE4 @7#. The CE4 latent heat is the smallest BP III–I value
previously reported.
III. OPTICAL ACTIVITY

Optical activity is the rotation of linearly polarized light
as it passes through a substance. If the direction of polarization is rotated by an angle F as it passes through a sample of
thickness d, then the optical activity is simply F/d. The experimental apparatus consisted of a laser, fixed polarizer,
Faraday modulator, temperature-controlled sample chamber,
rotatable polarizer, and a solid-state detector. The rotatable
polarizer was controllable in steps of 0.01° by a computer,
and lock-in detection was used to amplify the signal and
reduce noise. The computer scanned across the angle of
minimum detector output and performed a linear interpolation in order to measure the rotation introduced by the
sample with a precision of 60.001°. The sample of liquid
crystal was held between two pieces of glass separated by a
125-mm mylar spacer, sitting in an Instec mK-1 hot stage.
Temperature regulation was 61 mK and optical activity
measurements were made at intervals as small as 5 mK. All
measurements were made upon heating using 633-nm light.
The results of optical activity measurements on three
samples are shown in Fig. 6. Notice that in each case the
BP I–BP III transition is clearly evident as a discontinuous
jump in F/d, with no obvious sign of pretransitional effects,
but that a discontinuous transition from BP III to the isotropic phase is only evident in the mixture with a chiral fraction
of 0.375. It should be noted that optical activity is not an
ideal probe for the presence of a small first-order discontinuity, as indicated by optical activity and light scattering measurements on chiral CE4 @5#, which undergoes a very weak
first-order BP III–I transition. However, the present optical
activity data are fully consistent with the calorimetric data
that indicate a critical point at X c .0.45. Figure 6~d! shows a
detailed view of the data for all three samples. The quantity
T c in this figure corresponds to T~BP III–I! for X50.375,
the value of T c obtained from the best fit of F/d data for
X50.45 ~see Sec. IV!, and T (C p max) for X51. Although

FIG. 5. Specific heat of two MBBPC mixtures with chiral mole
fraction X50.40 and 0.45. The open circles denote nonadiabatic
scanning data, and the solid lines represent smooth curves through
the C p ~ac! data shown in Fig. 4. The mixture with X50.40
has a first-order BP III–I transition, as indicated by
C eff~nonadiabatic!.C p ~ac! near the transition and by the observation of ac phase shift anomalies over the C p ~ac! range denoted by 1
signs. Note the good agreement between ac and nonadiabatic scanning data at the BP III–I peak for X50.45.X c .

investigated chiral mixture. Hysteresis in transition temperatures was observed for the first-order N * –BP I and BP I–
BP II transitions: typical values were 0.45 K for N * –BP I
and 0.075 K for BP I–BP III. A hysteresis of ;0.01 K was
also observed for the BP III–I transition in the X50.40 mixture. The N * –BP I and BP I–BP III latent heats are typical
of those reported for other chiral liquid crystals. The
N * –BP I latent heat is 34 mJ g21 for cholesteryl nonanoate
~CN! @18# and 87 mJ g21 for CE6 @7#. The sum of latent
heats for BP I–BP II and BP II–BP III is 14.6 mJ g21 for CN
@18# and 71 mJ g21 for CE6 @7#. These values can be compared to our L values for BP I–BP III. For the BP III–I transition, all prior reports were for first-order transitions but
there is both a discontinuous latent L and an integrated en-

TABLE I. Transition temperatures ~K! and enthalpies for N *-BP I, BP I–BP II and BP III–I transitions in
mixtures of MBBPC with chiral mole fraction X. For X.X c 50.45, BP III–I represents a supercritical
evolution. L represents the latent heat at a first-order transition and d H denotes the integrated enthalpy
* DC p dT, where DC p 5C p 2C p ~background!. Both L and d H are in mJ g21.
N * –BP I

BP I–BP II

BP III–I

X

T

L

T

L

T

0.40

392.64

33.9

392.90

8.2

393.06

0.45
0.50
0.55
0.75
1.0

392.435
392.01
391.87
390.55
389.20

35.4
44.0

39279
392.53
392.47
391.43
390.34

9.7
10.5

393.05
392.93
392.28
391.60
392.12

56.4

11.3

Enthalpy

H

L.150650
dH.970
d H51120
d H51080
d H51000
d H5875
d H5830
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FIG. 6. Optical activity F/d
near the BP III–I ‘‘transition’’ for
S,S-MBBPC and two mixtures
with X50.375 and X50.45.X c .
A discontinuous change is observed at the first-order N * –BP I
transitions ~not shown!, the BP I–
BP III transitions, and the BP III–
I transition for X50.375. A detailed view of the data very close
to T c is given in part ~d!. The uncertainties in the optical activity
are 61.5, 61.0, and 60.5 deg/mm
for X50.375, 0.45, and 1.0, respectively.

the temperatures of the various transitions as measured by
heat capacity and optical activity differ by 1.6–2.1 K, the
temperature ranges of the various phases consistently agreed
to within 0.1 K. Therefore, a systematic shift of a little less
than 2 K can be used in all comparisons between the heat
capacity and optical activity results.
All F/d measurements show a temperature dependence in
the isotropic phase typical of the pretransitional fluctuations
seen in chiral systems. In the X50.375 and 0.45 mixtures,
the data in the isotropic phase are dominated by a
~T2T *!21/2 dependence over most of the temperature range
~see Sec. IV B!. In the pure chiral compound, this temperature dependence breaks down at a temperature above the
supercritical ‘‘transition’’ temperature as determined from
the location of C p ~max! and, of course, above the maximum
in F/d. This is in agreement with previous optical activity
measurements on mixtures of S,S-MBBPC with a nematic
liquid-crystal compound @19#.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This section is concerned with an analysis of the critical
behavior of C p and F/d for the S,S-MBBPC1racemate mixture with X50.45 and with a discussion of the resulting
mean-field character of the BP III–I critical point.
A. Heat capacity analysis

The heat capacity data for X50.45 have been analyzed
over the range of reduced temperatures t5(T2T c )/T c from

t526.831024 to 16.631023. The limiting factor on the
low-temperature side is the BP I–BP III transition, which occurs 0.27 K below T c . For reasons explained below, we have
excluded from the fit data over the range from 392.965 to
393.145 K. Thus the minimum t values are 62.331024. The
data analyzed were obtained with the ac technique at a frequency v050.196 s21 since runs at lower frequencies
showed no frequency dependence for C p ~ac! values. Thus
we believe the present values represent the static thermodynamic heat capacity.
Fits of C p were based on the usual renormalization
power-law form,
6
D1
2D 1
C p 5A 6 u t u 2x ~ 11D 6
1••• ! 1B
1 u t u 1D 2 u t u

1E ~ T2T c ! ,

~3!

where the correction-to-scaling exponent D1.0.5, and the
exponent x is dependent on the path of approach to the critical point. In the present case, x is not the usual heat capacity
exponent a. For fitting convenience, Eq. ~3! can be rewritten
as
2x
2y
C p 5A 6
1A 6
1B 6 1E ~ T2T c ! ,
1 utu
2 utu

~4!

6 6
where y5x2D1 and A 6
2 5A D 1 . In some fits y will be
treated as an effective exponent and allowed to vary independently of x. Note also that we permit B 1 ÞB 2 , since if
x51 and 2D151 one obtains B 6 5B1A 6 D 6
2 . The linear
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TABLE II. Least-squares values of the C p fitting parameters appearing in Eq. ~4! for the near-critical mixture with X50.45. Quantities
24
held fixed during a fit are enclosed in square brackets. Range A ~108 points! has t1
and range B ~367 points! has
max56.75310
1
2
1
6
6
23
24
24
1
tmax56.63310 . For all fits, tmax526.78310 and tmin52.3310 . The units of A 1 , A 2 , B , and DB[B 1 2B 2 are J K21 g21; E was
held fixed at zero. The 95% confidence limiting value of F5x2n ~fit n!/x2n ~fit m! is 1.37 for range A and 1.19 for range B.
Fit
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
5

Range

T c ~K!

x

A
B
A
B
A
B
B
B

393.053
393.049
393.049
393.051
393.053
393.052
393.052
393.048

0.997
0.970
0.983
0.971
@1#
@1#
@1.241#
@0.7925#

y

104 A 1
1

1
A2
1 /A 1

104 A 1
2

1
A2
2 /A 2

B1

DB

x2n

0.447
0.512
@0.5#
@0.5#
0.693
0.989

0.959
1.304
1.074
1.111
0.972
0.867
0.098
4.948

2.78
2.45
2.60
2.55
2.62
2.58
1.37
3.09

@0#
@0#
1.2
7.29
0.5
9.00
4.31
0.08

@1#
@1#
6.78
4.22
92.3
3.71
5.48
2.08

2.031
2.017
2.030
2.008
2.023
2.008
2.018
2.002

20.195
20.208
20.191
20.128
20.198
20.139
20.103
20.069

2.37
2.44
2.21
1.96
2.67
2.10
4.31
3.41

term with slope E arises from the regular ~noncritical! contributions to C p , while B5B r 1B c represents a combination
of both regular and critical contributions. The value of E will
be fixed at zero for all the fits given in Table II, since this is
consistent with a C p ~background! line determined from C p
data over a wide temperature range.
Table II shows fits over two ranges; fits with the same
arabic number are of the same type ~i.e., fits nA and nB
differ only in the range of data not the nature of parameters
1
2
held fixed!. Simple power-law fits ~A 6
2 50 and B 5B ! are
2
of very poor quality, x n515, but do indicate that the leading
exponent x must be large since they yield x.0.8. Significantly improved fits are obtained by either allowing B 1 ÞB 2
~fits 1A and 1B! or allowing both B 1 ÞB 2 and nonzero A 6
2
~fits 2A, 2B and 3A, 3B!. The conclusion from these fits is
x51.060.03 and y50.560.05. Single-sided fits of the data
above T c and below T c separately with a simple power law
confirm that x.1 and DB is negative. When more data
25
25
and t 1
or
points near T c ~t 2
min528.4310
min54.05310
25
2
3.57310 ! are included in the fit, larger x n values are obtained due to systematic instrumental deviations but the values of the fitting parameters hardly change at all ~e.g., x51.0
60.03, y50.560.08, DB520.10 to 20.15 for range B!.
Since there is a theoretical possibility @10# that fluctuations of Ising universality dominate at this BP III–I critical
point and x can be either g or g/D ~where D5b1g is the gap
exponent!, we have tested fits with x5@1.241# and
x5@0.7925#. As seen by the x 2n values for fits 4B and 5B,
such exponent values can be rejected with 95% confidence
based on the F test.
The agreement between C p data for the X50.45 mixture
and fit 3B is shown in Fig. 7. Part ~b! of this figure presents
a deviation plot of DC p 5C p ~obs!2C p ~fit!. Although these
deviations are quite random in character for utu.2.331024,
there are large systematic deviations for temperatures closer
to T c ~u T2T c u ,90 mK!. These do not represent some theoretical crossover in the true C p behavior but rather reflect
instrumental effects related to the large value of the exponent
x and the relatively large DT ac amplitude used. In order to
ensure a very good signal to noise ratio, we used an ac heater
power which resulted in DT ac.17 mK. For typical heat capacity behavior characterized by a critical exponent a in the
range a XY 520.007 to aeff.10.5, this DT ac value would
cause instrumental distortions for u T2T c u <20 mK. However, for the present case with the surprisingly large expo-

nent value of x.1.0, the instrumental distortion is much
larger. The smooth curves given in Fig. 7~b! were obtained
from the convolution of a theoretical curve based on the
parameters of fit 3B but with a truncation over the range
T c 220 mK to T c 17 mK, which reproduced the observed
C p ~max! value at T c .
B. Optical activity analysis

The optical activity F/d data for the mixture with
X50.45 have been analyzed over the reduced temperature

FIG. 7. Comparison of C p data and theoretical fit curve for the
near-critical mixture with X50.45. ~a! The smooth curve represents
fit 3B in Table II for which the critical exponent x51.0. Note that
the latent heat at the first-order BP I–BP III transition is not observed with ac calorimetry. ~b! Deviations DC p 5C p ~obs!2C p ~fit!.
The smooth curves in this part represent the result of generating
‘‘C p ~obs!’’ values by a convolution of the theoretical form that has
been truncated over the narrow range utu,631025.
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TABLE III. Least-squares values of the ~F/d! optical activity fitting parameters for representing the
near-critical mixture X50.45 with Eq. ~9!. Quantities held fixed during a fit are enclosed in square brackets.
1
There are 50 data points in the fitting range ~t from 23.2531024 to 11.5331023!. The units of A 1
1 , A 2 , and
B are deg mm21; those of C are deg mm21 K1/2.
Fit

T c ~K!

z

A1
1

1
A2
1 /A 1

A1
2

1
A2
2 /A 2

B

C

1
2
3

390.928
390.928
390.928

0.77
0.52
@0.5#

64.5
10.1
8.55

2149
244.4
235.7

@0#
319
279

@1#
2197
2177

2.31
2.36
2.34

1.19
1.43
1.42

range from t523.2531024 to t511.5331023. The fit is
based on the theoretical connection between F/d and the
quantity w5c2cc :
~ F/d ! 5 ~ F/d ! c 1a ^ w & 1b ^ w & 2 ,

~5!

where the subscript c represents values at the critical point;
see Eqs. ~33!–~35! in Ref. @10#. For a path of constant chirality k54p/P ~where P is the pitch for the liquid crystal!, the
coefficients a and b can be taken to be constants. The order
parameter ^c& for chiral isotropic and BP III phases is given
by ^ c & 5 ^ (¹3Q)•Q & 5 ^ « i jk Q il ¹ j Q kl & , where Q is the
alignment tensor characterizing the complex spatial pattern
in such phases @10#. In the vicinity of the critical point, the
order parameter ^w& obeys the usual scaling relation

^ w & 5 u t u b F ~ h/ u t u D ! ,

~6!

where t and h are theoretical scaling fields. The critical exponent describing the dependence of ^w& on the experimental
reduced temperature utu at constant X ~i.e., constant composition! depends on the path of approach.
In order to proceed, it is necessary to note that there is
also a ‘‘background’’ variation for F/d that is not due to ^w&
order parameter variations but arises from a susceptibilitylike
term @20#. Thus (F/d) c must be replaced by a temperaturedependent contribution, to be denoted F background(T), which
causes F/d to decrease slowly on heating and is the dominant term above T c . Such behavior has been observed in
S,S-MBBPC and mixtures of S,S-MBBPC17̄S5 ~nonchiral
4-n-pentylbenzenethio-48-n-heptyloxybenzoate!, and the
form of F background is given by @19#
F background~ T ! 5

const
~ T2T * ! 0.5

IV C!. However, fits in which both the ^w& and ^w&2 terms
contribute to F/d are equally good and yield z.0.5. Figure 8
shows the agreement between the F/d data for the nearcritical mixture with X50.45 and fit 2 from Table III. It
should be noted that the value of the effective exponent z is
not very sensitive to the choice of F background . For example, a
single power-law fit with a linear background contribution
exhibits systematic deviations for T.T c but yields z50.71.
C. Discussion

In order to relate our empirical exponents x51.0 and
z50.5 with standard critical exponents, it is necessary to
consider the path of approach to the critical point in (h,t)
space corresponding to the experimental path X50.45.X c .
Lubensky and Stark @10# give t5a 1 t 1b 1 D k and
h5a 2 t 1b 2 D k , where Dk5k2kc . Although it is known
that the chirality k varies slightly with T at constant X, this
variation is much weaker than the dependence of k on X.
Thus we write
t5a 1 t 1c 1 DX,

~10a!

h5a 2 t 1c 2 DX,

~10b!

where DX5X2X c . There are two limiting regions in (h,t)
space: ~1! u h u @ u t u D and ~2! u h u ! u t u D , where the gap exponent D5b1g.1. A third possibility is a curved path in (h,t)

~7!

,

where T * is an empirical parameter with a value smaller than
the BP III–I transition temperature. Thus we write
~ F/d ! 5a ^ w & 1b ^ w & 2 1F background~ T ! ,
6
z
2z
~ F/d ! 5A 6
1 u t u 1A 2 u t u 1

C
@ T2T c - ~ C 2 /B 2 !# 0.5

~8!
,

~9!

where the temperature dependence of ^w& is represented by
utuz , with z as an effective critical exponent. By choosing
T * [T c 2(C 2 /B 2 ), the fitting parameter B represents
(F/d) c , the value of the optical activity at the critical point.
Table III summarizes fits to the ~F/d! data with Eq. ~9!. A
single power-law fit ~A 6
2 50! yields an effective exponent
z50.77, which is difficult to interpret theoretically ~see Sec.

FIG. 8. Comparison of F/d ~optical activity! data for X50.45
with a theoretical fit curve based on Eq. ~9!. The smooth curve
represents fit 2 in Table III for which the critical exponent z50.52.
The variation of F background(T) is shown by the dashed curve. The
four data points denoted by filled circles were excluded from the fit.
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space for which Fisher renormalization will occur @21#. The
heat capacity C p and order parameter ^w& scale in the following ways:
DC p ; u t u 2 g /D ,
DC p ; u t u 2 g ,
DC p ; u t u 2 g / ~ 12 a ! ,

^ w & ; u t u b /D
^w&;utub

^ w & ; u t u b / ~ 12 a !

~ region 1 ! ,
~ region 2 ! ,

~11!
~12!

~ Fisher renorm. ! ,
~13!

where DC p [C p 2[B r 1E(T2T c )] and b/D51/d. Ising values of these exponents are b50.325, g51.241, b/D50.208,
g/D50.7925, b/~12a!50.365, g/~12a!51.394, and meanfield values are b50.5, g51, b/D50.333, g/D50.667, b/~1
2a!5b50.5, and g/~12a!5g51.
Although it is theoretically expected that asymptotically
close to the critical point, the X5const path should lie in
region 1 @10,22#, this choice of path does not agree with the
experimental exponents x and z for either Ising or mean-field
behavior. It is possible, however, for the X5const path to lie
in region 2 over the range of accessible reduced temperatures
~utminu is approximately 231024 for C p and ;1024 for ^w&!.
In this case, the results from our analysis agree with meanfield theory: x5g51.0 and z5b50.5.
Additional support for mean-field ~MF! behavior comes
from light scattering intensity data on S,S-MBBPC and S,SMBBPC17̄S5 mixtures @23#. Both supercritical pure S,SMBBPC and a mixture with 40 wt. % MBBPC that may be
close to critical show that the intensity I of m562 mode
scattering in the isotropic phase can be described by
I2I 0 5K/(T2T * ), where I 0 and K are constants and T * is
an effective divergence temperature. In the limit
t5(T2T c )/T c →0, this empirical expression is consistent
with theory @10# if ~a! I is dominated by the quadratic ^w&2
2
1/2
contribution, i.e., I5I c 2B 6
I ^ w & , and ~b! ^w&;utu . Thus
intensity data also suggest a path in region 2 with
b5bMF50.5.
It is proposed that the observation of mean-field rather
than Ising ~or any other! fluctuation behavior is due to long
bare correlation lengths associated with this BP III–I critical
point. This would lead to a very small critical region, i.e., a
small utuc value for crossover from mean-field to critical behavior, just as in the case of Sm-A –Sm-C transitions @24#.
Unfortunately, the Ginzburg utuc value cannot be calculated,
since correlation length data are not available. A light scattering experiment, analogous to x-ray scattering near the SmA –Sm-C transition, might permit a test of this suggestion.
Indeed, a recent light scattering study of COC has yielded a
bare correlation length j0 of 15 Å associated with BP III
short-range correlations near the BP III–I transition @8#. Assumption of a comparable j0 value for the present system
would be consistent with the observed mean-field behavior.
It should be noted that mean-field behavior is also observed
for the heat capacity and order parameter near the Sm-C –
Sm-I ~tilted hexatic! critical point @14#. The path X5X c lies
in region 2 for that system as well. Indeed, the theoretical fit
to C p data for a near-critical mixture of 8SI18OSI ~methylbutylphenyl octylbiphenyl-carboxylate and its octyloxybiphenyl analog! is almost identical to fit 3B in Table II, ex1
cept for the amplitudes A 1
1 and A 2 and the sign of DB ~see
fit 12 in Ref. @14#!.

FIG. 9. Plot of the normalized order parameter ^w&5^c&2^c&c
versus T2T c for the near-critical mixture with X50.45.

In order to display clearly the temperature variation of the
mean-field order parameter near the BP III–I critical point,
Fig. 9 shows a plot of ^w&. The quantity shown has been
normalized so that ^w&~T2T c 520.4 K!2^w&~T2T c 510.6
K!.1.0.
D. Conclusion

Measurements of C p and F/d on mixtures of S,SMBBPC1its racemate have shown a change from a firstorder BP III–I transition at low chirality to a critical point at
X MBBPC.0.45 to supercritical behavior for X>0.50. Analysis
of data for the X50.45 mixture indicates that DC p and F/d
are consistent with mean-field behavior. Data for T,T c
are limited due to the short BP III range;
T~BP I–BP III!2T c ~BP III–I!520.27 K. It would be desirable to study the BP III–I critical point in a system with an
appreciably wider BP III range. It may also be attractive to
study a mixture of S,S-MBBPC1a racemate consisting of
only R,R and S,S enantiomers. Such a mixture is a twocomponent system unlike the present case, which is formally
a four-component system. Static and dynamic lightscattering measurements on a critical mixture, like those carried out on pure S,S-MBBPC @4#, would yield valuable information on the scattered intensity I and the relaxation time
for fluctuations of the chiral modes. Structural information
about the BP III phase ~from optical diffraction or NMR!
would be experimental information of obviously great value.
Quasielastic light scattering should be able to characterize
the correlation lengths near the critical point. Such data
would allow a calculation of the Ginzburg critical crossover
temperature utuc and hopefully validate our suggestion that
mean-field behavior is seen since utu.utuc over the accessible
t range. Finally, it should be noted that in the past the behavior of F/d in a near-critical region has been interpreted in
terms of a contribution from the m562 mode in addition to
the m561 contribution ~F background! that is dominant in the
isotropic phase @19#, and a reexamination of that analysis
seems appropriate in light of the present results and current
theory @10#.
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